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In the field, with Lawrence Derek Ball

C

oated in dirt, sweat and scratches,
we pulled off our packs, set them
down on the cave floor and began
exploring the rocky crevices for
geckos, roosting bats and cave
drawings. The whooping calls of fantailed ravens echoed around the valley
outside and pale crag martins flitted back
and forth to their nests just feet from our
heads. We had spotted this large cave from
the bottom of the valley whilst stopped for lunch
and decided to climb a couple of hundred metres
up the valley side to take a look. Even when mixed with
suspended particles of bat-poo-dust that we had disturbed
from the cave floor, the cool, moist air inside was a welcome relief from the
intense Arabian sun beating down outside. The cave dampened our voices
as we talked, it felt private and secure. It was clear why a few decades ago
local pastoralists would have used caves like these as a refuge from the heat
of the day and from predators at night. Looking out across the valley at the
opposite side we scanned the forest and rocky outcrops with our binoculars
for any movement. We had a good vantage point, hoping to catch a rare
glimpse of a striped hyena or wolf. We spotted a bird of prey perched on the
cliff top, silhouetted against the vivid blue sky. It was too far away to identify
but nonetheless we pulled out the Helm field guide, and so began another
conversation seeking a solution to how we would distinguish between the
countless raptor species that inhabited this area. After some time we saw
the mysterios raptor drop from its perch, soar down into the valley and then
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Our Anglo-Omani team, from the British Exploring Society
(BES) and the Oman Office for Conservation of the
Environment (OCE), represented the first wildlife research
expedition to this area in almost 40 years - which only
consisted of a handful of gentlemen for just a few days in
1977. Our aim was to conduct a rapid biodiversity assessment
of the wadi (Arabian for valley) with the added objective of
confirming the presence of the critically endangered Arabian
leopard. With an estimated population of only 50 individuals
in an area spanning 99,000 square kilometres, it felt like that
proverbial needle in a haystack.
Due to the size of the expedition, entering the wadi from the
sea on fishing boats was our only option. After unloading 5
weeks’ worth of supplies we set up base camp on the gravel
plain of the estuary, an area that in 6 months time would
be under several feet of monsoon run-off. Surprisingly
for a country mostly dominated by desert, the tail-end
of the Indian monsoon cloaks the seaward slopes of the
Dhofar Mountains in low cloud and mist between July and
September. Almost overnight, the mountains turn green
and verdant. The canopies of the drought-tolerant shrubs
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and bushes collect cloud droplets through a process called
horizontal precipitation which results in twice as much water
received below the canopy (net precipitation) compared to
above (rainfall). It is thanks to this unique process that the
Dhofarian cloud forest and its accompanying biodiversity
persist in this tiny subtropical refugium of the Arabian
Peninsula.

silently from the steep valley, while tiny sunbirds sip nectar
from the woodland canopy. We discovered reptiles ranging
in size and shape - from the 4cm semaphore rock gecko;
a diurnal species, so called due to the tail curling and head
bobbing behaviour of the territorial males, to the mighty
Arabian Cobra that rudely forced us to abandon one of our
bird surveys.

The rugged terrain and dense thorny vegetation made
exploring the wadi time-consuming and the house-sized
marble boulders that littered the river bed meant its use as
a footpath was implausible. Thankfully we found a trail close
to base camp that led us up and out of the wadi on to the
southern hilltop plateau, from here we could transport small
teams parallel to the wadi by vehicle. We would then drop in
on foot following livestock trails that wound down through the
vegetation and rocky precipices to the wadi bottom. Carrying
enough supplies for a few days and sleeping under the stars,
we worked in small teams in different areas of the wadi to
maximise survey coverage and minimise disturbance.

While exploring the plateau on the
southern valley shoulders, we met a
local herdsman. He invited us back to
his home and we ate outside under
the shade of his porch. His English was
poor and our Arabic more so, but in a
muddled way we managed to explain
our reasons for our laborious trekking
around the wadi. Later he walked with
us back to our camp, carrying a rifle
over his shoulder. He explained it was
to protect himself from the leopard,
they had killed his livestock - and he
would shoot if he saw one. In truth,
there are hefty fines and potential imprisonment if you are
found to have killed one, but his feelings towards the Critically
Endangered cat were clear.

Over the following couple of weeks we deployed 19 camera
traps throughout the wadi; on trails, in caves, near the beach
and hundreds of metres up the valley sides. We got stuck
in to documenting the bird communities, which are some
of the richest you will find in the whole Arabian Peninsula;
numerous birds of prey soar on the thermals ascending
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disappear over our heads, presumably perching somewhere
on the 900m valley edge behind us. We were in Wadi Sayq, a
seasonal river valley 31km in length, in the Dhofar Mountains,
in the south west corner of Oman.

came the promise of the most exciting element of camera
trap surveys. Perched around the expedition laptop at
dusk, we flicked through the thumbnails with baited breath
- anticipating the telltale glow of a mammal under infrared
light. We didn’t have to wait long; almost every camera had
picked up at least one species of large mammal and there
were several shots of the leopard
amongst these.

“birds of prey soar
on the thermals
ascending silently from
the steep valley, while
tiny sunbirds sip nectar
from the woodland
canopy.”

We were nearing the end of the expedition and with this

smoking.

Our luck continued. On the second to
last night whilst bedding down at the
confluence of two valleys, at almost
the exact moment my head hit the
pillow, a throaty grunt bellowed from
the northern valley side just a few
hundred metres away. Moments later
we were gathered in a circle, head
torch beams blinding each other’s
faces. Before we could even begin to
speak, it came again, the exact same
sound; almost like the sound of an old
man clearing his throat after years of

There was little doubt we were hearing the call of the Arabian
leopard. Those of us who had set our beds down away from
the main group gathered our belongings and moved a bit
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closer, while others grabbed the night-vision binoculars, hand torches and cameras. We
climbed atop of a large boulder and sat there, peering into the blackness until 3am, when
finally the leopard stopped calling.
In the light of the next morning we walked the trails from which the sound had resonated
- the dusty ground was coated in paw prints. And to top it off we had caught footage of
the leopard on the camera traps we were there to retrieve.
All too soon the expedition came to an end but spurred on by its success the AngloOmani collaboration continued at Wadi Sayq for a following year. Equipped with the
knowledge accumulated from the previous year and with an overhauled arsenal of
scientific equipment the expedition set out into the valley for another five weeks. This time
the expedition shared its experiences with 150 school children and 30 teachers at five
local schools. Our hearts warmed when several of the children asked if they could come
with us next time – even though Wadi Sayq was on their doorstep!
In total the expeditions successfully recorded 31 butterfly species, 15 reptile species, 5
small mammal species, 5 bat species, 903 dragonflies over 40 hours of surveys, 118 bird
species from 7,927 bird sightings over 151 hours of surveys and14 large mammal species
from 844 trap nights of camera trap footage. After two extensive science reports, two
journal papers, four national newspaper articles and countless blog posts it was beginning
to feel like we had put Wadi Sayq on the map. However, something was still missing; what
about the human side of the story?
One year after the last expedition and just as the memories of Arabia’s hidden valley were
beginning to fade, I enrolled on a Masters Degree at the University of Exeter, allowing me
the perfect opportunity for a return visit.
Akin to the whole Dhofar region, the primary threat to biodiversity at Wadi Sayq
comes from overgrazing of cattle, camels and goats. Before the 1970s, small groups of
pastoralists would have lived fairly nomadic lifestyles within the safe operating space of
the environment, relying on their livestock for nutrition and survival, and moving between
caves and utilising perennial springs for water. No piped water or veterinary care and
high disease prevalence would have prevented them from keeping significant numbers of
livestock. However, when expansion of the country’s oil industry triggered rapid nationwide
development, rural pastoralists became sedentarised in villages and the traditional tribal
institutions that once regulated grazing resource-use began to break down. The lack of a
replacement land use tenure policy led to livestock numbers rapidly exceeding the carrying
capacity of the mountains. In many deforested areas the cloud forests are unlikely to ever
recover as the vegetation canopy required to collect cloud droplets no longer exists.
Thankfully, due to the huge size, remoteness and inaccessibility of Wadi Sayq, areas of
cloud forest habitat remains. My research aimed to quantify the extent of grazing activity
and understand the socio-ecological and political dynamics of local pastoralism.
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Using an Ipad loaded with the ESRI ArcGIS Collector app,
informants mapped their grazing activity and provided
accompanying information such as in which seasons they
grazed, which livestock, and why. They also mapped sites
where livestock had been attacked by wild predators.
With the help of two OCE rangers acting as translators, I
carried out 30 interviews with pastoralists at nine villages
immediately surrounding the wadi. I spent many hours sitting
under trees or around a plate of rice in an air-conditioned
guest room; a goat was even slaughtered in my honour. I
was surprised and relieved by their understanding of the
fundamental drivers of overgrazing and realisation of the
urgency for improvement, which was illustrated by their
individual efforts to protect and plant new trees.
Over the course of the research I built up a spatial
representation of grazing activity. I found that the traditional
movement of camels from summer to winter pastures still
occurred, with herds being moved to the mountain plateaus
during the monsoon to avoid them slipping in the soft mud
on the steep slopes in the wadi catchment. This coincides
with the vegetation growing season, allowing for unhindered
regrowth of the cloud forest within the valley each year. In
the remaining 9 dry months however, grazing occurs inside
the wadi catchment at the heart of the leopard habitat out
of necessity for livestock owners to find optimum pastures
for their livestock, albeit at the risk of depredation by wild
predators. Optimum grazing habitat was found to be
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shallow gradient, medium-density woodland that provides
browse for camels, and grasses for cattle through horizontal
precipitation capture.
The dynamics driving overgrazing at Wadi Sayq, and I suspect
across all of Dhofar, are complex, unique, inter-disciplinary,
poorly understood and certainly beyond the scope of this
article. However, Wadi Sayq now represents one of the most
studied wadi systems in Dhofar and we have demonstrated
the willingness of local pastoralists to participate and engage
with community-based research. As a result it appears wellsuited to be utilised as a model ecosystem to research,
formulate and test more sustainable livestock management
strategies and policy which could potentially be replicated
across the Dhofar Mountains.
Lawrence Derek Ball’s current area of expertise lies in the study of tropical
dragonflies but a keen topic of interest for him is the effective management
and implementation of conservation action.
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